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What is being said about EDUCATION IN HUMAN VALUES (EHV) 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Comments from TEACHERS 

 The programme certainly motivates the children’s behaviour 
and makes them think about each other and how to behave 
in society. 

 We love the resources. They have been implemented across 
the school.  

 Your EHV resources have helped busy teachers deliver quality 
PHSE lessons. 

 We have found the resources fit in perfectly with the British 
Values agenda. 

 

Comments from CHILDREN  

 EHV will help me with the rest of my life. 

 The difference with EHV is that we go on learning after the 
bell to end the lesson. 

 Human values don’t just help you in school; they help you 
everywhere you go. 

 Education in Human Values has made me a better person. 

 It’s a brilliant programme, which should be used in every 
school, big or small.  It helps people control their tempers and 
brings everyone closer together.                    

 

Comments from PARENTS 

 In this school we really see values in action! 

 The Education in Human Values programme has had huge 
impacts on the school. 

 The children are always very polite and respectful to each 
other. 

 

Comments in OFSTED REPORTS 

 Pupils are kind and respectful towards one another, are adept 
socially and equipped with strong spiritual and moral values. 
They have a deep understanding of tolerance and equality, 
both of which lie at the very heart of British fundamental 
values.  

 Pupils behave well and get on well with one another.  The 
school is happy and is liked by pupils, parents, carers and staff 
alike.  It promotes pupils’ spiritual, moral, social and cultural 
development well. 

 The behaviour of pupils is outstanding.  Pupils, their parents 
and the school can take great pride in the exceptionally 
strong personal skills that pupils develop. 
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